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Abstract 
High accuracy surface modeling (HASM) of soil properties is regarded as an important topic for the fields 
of pedometrics and “digital soil”. The HASM method, constructed by Yue et al., is a spatial interpolation 
technique based on the fundamental theorem of surfaces. In this paper, we will give an overview of high 
accuracy surface modeling of soil properties. Soil properties for the interpolation were measured on 150 
samples of topsoil (0–20 cm) in a red soil region of Jiangxi Province, China. Predicted and measured 
values were compared using the mean error (ME), mean absolute error (MAE) and root mean square error 
(RMSE). First, HASM has more accuracy than the classical interpolator including kriging, inverse 
distance weighting (IDW) and splines. Second, in order to improve the calculation speed for HASM 
applied in soil interpolation, multigrid has been combined in HASM (HASM-MG). HASM-MG can be 
considered as an accurate method for interpolating soil properties on the premise of improving the 
calculation speed, and it advances the practicability of HASM applied in soil property interpolation. Third, 
modified HASM method based on the incorporation of ancillary variables was developed for improving 
interpolation of soil properties (HASM-SP). To evaluate the performance of HASM-SP, it was compared 
with ordinary kriging (OK), ordinary kriging combined geographical information (OK-Geo) and stratified 
kriging (SK). HASM-SP not only showed less MAEs and RMSEs, but also presented much more details 
due to the abrupt boundary from spatial variation of geographical information. Therefore, HASM can be 
considered not only as an alternative, accurate and high speed method for interpolating soil properties, but 
also can make the map more consistent with the true geographical information. 
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1. Introduction 
Due to variations of soil types, topography, climate, vegetation and anthropogenic activities, soil 
properties may vary greatly. It is necessary to study high accuracy and high speed method to improve 
interpolation quality for soil properties. Thus high accuracy surface modeling (HASM) of soil properties 
is regarded as an important topic for the fields of pedometrics and “digital soil”. The HASM method, 
constructed by Yue et al. [1-7], is a spatial interpolation technique based on the fundamental theorem of 
surfaces, and theoretically gave a solution to the error problem that had long troubled DEM construction 
[3]. HASM also had highly accelerated computational speed in interpolation of DEM [5]. Due to the 
improving of HASM in recent years [1-7], it has been developed step by step in soil interpolation [8-12].  
2. Methods  
2.1. The theory of HASM 
HASM was developed based on the fundamental theorem of surfaces [1-7], and a full discussion and 
the main equations on the theoretical aspect for HASM of soil properties have been given by Shi et al. [8, 
9]. The iterative simulations steps are summarized as follows [7]. 
 Conduct interpolation on the computational domain in terms of sampling data, which provides 
interpolated approximate values;  
 Calculate the first fundamental coefficients and the second fundamental coefficients as well as the 
Christoffel symbols of the second kind; 
 Solve HASM equations using an iterative process of preconditioned conjugate gradient; 
 Repeat the iterative process until simulation accuracy is satisfied. 
2.2. HASM combined with multigrid for high speed 
The former HASM needs to save the coefficient matrix finer grid level, which occupies a lot of main 
memory. Multigrid method is combined with HASM for improving the speed of solving HASM. The 
multigrid convergence speed is independent of grid cell size and that the number of arithmetic operations 
per iteration step is proportional to the number of grid points [7]. The steps of the HASM combined with 
multigrid are fully discussed by Yue et al. [7] and Shi et al. [10]. 
2.3. HASM combined with geographic information for high accuracy 
Each observation  kljkli yxz ,,,, ,  on one specific geographic map can be expressed as, 
),()(),( ,,,,,,,,, kljkliklkljkli yxrGmyxz   (1) 
where  kljkli yxz ,,,, ,  is the sampling location of  kljkli yxz ,,,, , , which is the kth sampling points on 
the lth geographic type, )( ,klGm is the mean value of )( kjxz  for the kth sampling points on the lth 
geographic type, and ),( ,,,, kljkli yxr  is the residual which is computed by subtracting the average soil 
property of the relative geographic map from the original value of each soil property. We assume that 
)( ,klGm  and ),( ,,,, kljkli yxr  are independent mutually and the variation of ),( ,,,, kljkli yxr  is 
homogeneous over the whole study area. The residuals are then used to interpolate the surface of residuals 
in the whole study area by HASM. The interpolated values of residuals are finally summed to the soil 
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property averages of the relevant geographic types as the final interpolated values of HASM with land use 
information for the soil property. 
3. Three case studies of high accuracy surface modeling of soil properties  
3.1. The comparison of HASM with classical methods  
In order to assess the feasibility of HASM in spatial interpolation of soil properties, HASM was 
applied to interpolate soil pH for assessing its feasibility of soil property interpolation in a red soil region 
of Jiangxi Province, China [8]. Soil pH was measured on 150 samples of topsoil (0-20cm) for the 
interpolation and comparing the performance of HASM，kriging, IDW and splines. The mean error (ME), 
the mean absolute error (MAE) and the root mean square error (RMSE) were calculated from the 
measured and interpolated values at each validation sample site for each test data set (Table 1) [8]. Table 
1 shows that HASM has little bias of interpolation for soil pH, less mean absolute error (MAE) and root 
mean square error (RMSE) than kriging, IDW and splines. 
Table 1. MEs, MAEs and RMSEs of HASM and the classical methods* 
Indices HASM kriging IDW splines 
ME 0.01  0.01  0.01  0.00  
MAE 0.16  0.17  0.18  0.20  
RMSE 0.22  0.23  0.24  0.26  
*cited from [8]. 
3.2. Improving speed for HASM - based on multigrid 
The HASM applied in soil interpolation has a much longer computing time in the previous example, so 
the multigrid approach is introduced into high-accuracy surface modeling in order to shorten the 
computing time [10]. Three different data sets were randomly created for simulation and validation to 
comparatively simulate performance of HASM, Kriging, IDW and Spline. A total of 30 (V20%), 60 (V40%) 
and 90 (V60%) samples were removed as validation points, and the other data points were selected as 
simulation points, respectively. Table 2 shows that HASM-MG has much smaller mean absolute error and 
root mean square error of simulated value and measured value than the three classical methods. Therefore, 
HASM-MG can be considered as an accurate method with high speed, and it advances the practicability 
of HASM applied in soil property interpolation [8]. 
Table 2 MEs, MAEs and RMSEs of HASM-MG and the classical methods* 
 HASM-MG Kriging IDW Spline 
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V20% ME -0.02  0.06  0.03  0.01  
MAE 0.14  0.19  0.16  0.22  
RMSE 0.20  0.25  0.21  0.29  
V40% ME 0.01  0.05  0.03  -0.03  
MAE 0.19  0.24  0.21  0.23  
RMSE 0.27  0.31  0.29  0.32  
V60% ME -0.04  0.01  0.02  -0.05  
MAE 0.20  0.26  0.22  0.30  
RMSE 0.28  0.34  0.30  0.40  
*cited from [8]. 
3.3. Improving accuracy for HASM - based on geographical information  
Both cases of HASM and HASM-MG shows that soil property data may vary significantly within a 
short horizontal distance because of the different soil environment, thus it is difficult to interpolate much 
accurately using HASM when we ignore such obvious environmental features [8, 10]. Therefore, 
geographic information can be combined with HASM for soil property interpolation to improve the 
efficiency (HASM-SP) [9]. We also took the same soil property – soil pH as an example, and ordinary 
kriging (OK), ordinary kriging combined with land use information (OK-Geo) and stratified kriging (SK) 
were compared with HASM combined with land use information (figure 1) (HASM-SP) to evaluate the 
accuracy and the performance of this method. The results showed that HASM-SP obtained a low 
estimation bias, less MAEs and less RMSEs than the other techniques (table 3) [9]. It is more important 
that the HASM-SP maps of soil properties also presented much more details due to the abrupt boundary 
from spatial variation of geographical information (figure 2). Therefore, HASM-SP can make the map 
more consistent with the true geographical information. 
Table 3 Comparisons of the accuracy among HASM-SP, OK, OK-Geo and SK* 
Indices Interpolator pH 
ME HASM-SP -0.01 
 OK 0.01 
 OK-Geo 0.01 
 SK -0.01 
MAE HASM-SP 0.14 
 OK 0.15 
 OK-Geo 0.15 
 SK 0.19 
RMSE HASM-SP 0.19 
 OK 0.20 
 OK-Geo 0.20 
 SK 0.25 
*cited from [9]. 
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Fig. 1. Land use types of the study area and the distribution of soil samples 
 
 
Fig. 2. Soil pH map interpolated by HASM-SP 
4. Conclusions  
HASM can be considered as an alternative and accurate method for interpolating soil properties, which 
has more accuracy than the classical interpolator including kriging, inverse distance weighting (IDW) and 
splines. HASM-MG has improved the calculation speed for HASM, so it advances the practicability of 
HASM applied in soil property interpolation. HASM combined with geographic information for soil 
property interpolation (HASM-SP) not only showed more accuracy, but also presented much more details 
due to the abrupt boundary from spatial variation of geographical information. Therefore, HASM can be 
considered not only as an alternative, accurate and high speed method for interpolating soil properties, but 
also can make the map more consistent with the true geographical information. 
The future work will be focused on combining different relevant geographic information with HASM, 
and general linear model may be a useful approach to use. Moreover, optimal control method to combine 
HASM with categorical information is another important avenue of research.  
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